ANIMALS’ GUIDE TO SUICIDE, VOL. 2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: NOVEMBER 30, 2015
Celebrate the release of the second volume in the 
Animals’ Guide to Suicide
series, an ongoing
adventure illustrated by by Atlanta artist and musician, Jenu Castillo. Revisit the lonely and frustrated,
yet adorable cat, duck, rabbit, giraffe and gang as they stumble through the holiday season - lonely and
depressed as ever, in this graphic novel of the absurd.
We’ll be releasing the book at My Parents’ Basement
in Avondale Estates, Georgia on Wed., December 9th.
Also, the brewmasters will tap a special surprise
AGTS2 beer in honor of the new book.
“Harvey Pekar, author of American Splendor, once
said, "Ordinary life is pretty complex stuff." In
Animals' Guide to Suicide
by Jenu Castillo, we learn

that life is not only complex, but it also inspires the
best punch lines. Jenu's work proves that you don't
need to be a master draftsman in order to write a
story filled with honesty, poetry, tragedy, and, above
all else, comedy.” - Matthew Laiosa

Where:

My Parents’ Basement 22 N Avondale Rd., Avondale Estates, GA 30002

When:

3 pm - 11 pm, Wednesday, December 9th

, 2015 @ My Parents’ Basement

ISBN:

978-1-880855-23-2

PRICE:

Event is free. Book is $20.

ORDER BOOKS:
www.fifthplanetpress.com

AVAILABLE AT THESE STORES STORES
: My Parents’ Basement, Avondale Estates. Criminal Record,
Atlanta.
FACEBOOK:

https://www.facebook.com/Fifth-Planet-Press-167219180054295/
https://www.facebook.com/Animals-Guide-To-Suicide-160219837364158/

WEB:

http://www.fifthplanetpress.com/animalsguide.html

CONTACT: 
Unisa Asokan, Editor & Publisher - 
nisa@fifthplanetpress.com
/ 404-931-5306
“Strikingly progressive design elements” - Burnaway.org re: AGTS Vol. 1
Fifth Planet is an independent publisher in support of the art outlets of musicians. Almost all the authors,
artists, illustrators, and designers are artists that are musicians, too. Over the years, the press has
evolved from poetry, to fiction, literary annuals, a multimedia novel, an e-book, a Georgia reader, an
ongoing book arts experiment, and graphic novel series by Jenu Castillo.

